
1st Charlotte comes in the 
Clear Winner
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Lizzie Wilkinson

Alice Stallion

Natty Hunt

Jack Hawkins

Lily-Rose Hawkins
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E ULTS
AS MANY OF you remember, we launched a 

competition in the July 2017 issue of the 
Nkuringo Foundation, Nursery and Primary 

School Newsletter.  The competition was in two 
parts - the first part open to the sponsors and 
friends of Nkuringo around the world and the  
second part open to the children in Nkuringo 
school. The theme of Part One was Weather.  The  
objective was to design the front cover of the 
October issue of the newsletter in its entirety - 
including the the Masthead, the titles and logo at 
the top.
    We had some wonderful entries and the judges 
Kate Bishop, Lynn Lunn, Nina Buss (all of Rother-
field Primary School where all the entries actually 
were submitted from) and Steve Knowlden, had 
their work cut out putting these works of art in 
order.  However there was one entry that stood 
out from the others and was a clear winner and 
that was the entry submitted by:

Charlotte Clayforth-Carr - age 7 who 
followed the competition require-
ments to the letter and submitted 
a truly inspired piece of work. 
We are proud to have Charlotte’s 
weather themed entry as our 

Front Cover.
    In second place was Lizzie 
Wilkinson and in third 
place (we couldn’t choose 
between them) are 
Lily-Rose Hawkins, Jack 

Hawkins, Natty Hunt and Alice Stallion.  Well 
done to all of you!  Your work is shown on the 
right.
    Because of logistics the second part of our  
competition is only open to the students at  
Nkuringo School and will be judged when Go 
Uganda is out there in October.  The winner of 
that part will provide the front cover to our  
February 2018 issue.
    Remember to take part in the new Build a Toy 
competition announced last month - hopefully we 
will get some entries from other children around 
the world in our sponsor community.  For that 
competition there are cash prizes to be won!  
    Thank you everyone who took part and  
especially thank you to Charlotte - your newsletter 
will literally be distributed round the world!



OF PROMISES
To raise money for Rotherfield School and 

Nkuringo Primary & Nursery School
7:30pm Saturday 23rd September 2017Rotherfield Primary School

£5 Tickets from school office. To include a Ploughmans supper and programme 
- Bar available

Auctioneer - James Gallifant

OR CALL LYNN LUNN ON 

01892 853134 FOR TICKETS
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WHO WILL START ME 
AT £5...?
Lynn Lunn’s Auction of Promises raised a whopping £1800 
of which £900 will go to Nkuringo.

I was really looking forward to the  

Auction of Promises on Saturday. It 

had taken many weeks to put together 

the programme of Promises but I was 

very happy with the wide range I had 

been given; something for everyone I 

felt. I knew James would be an  

excellent auctioneer and with his wit 

and repartee, would cajole people to 

place a generous bid or two. These 

bids, together with money raised from 

Roll the £1, Heads and Tails, the bar 

and ticket sales, amounted to just 

over £1800 which exceeded my wildest 

dreams.

The money raised will be split  

between Rotherfield and Nkuringo Primary Schools. At 

Rotherfield we are possibly putting the money towards 

creating a quiet, shady area for the children, where they 

My name is Aoife, I am 81/2 yrs old and I go to Chesswood 
Junior School in Worthing. In May my mum started to 
sponsor a little boy the same age as me called Denis. My 

mum told me about Denis’ life and it made me sad. We learnt what 
Denis eats by reading the July newsletter! 
He has Poshu (cornflour) for breakfast. I 
like to play with cornflour, it makes great 
slime!
    I wanted to help Denis and his friends. 
I had heard my mums Aunty Maria was 
going to Nkuringo and we were helping to 
collect things for her to take. I had my own 
idea to raise money by doing a cake sale 
because I like baking with my sister and I 
LOVE cake!
     My mum and my sister, Talia helped me 
bake lots of different cakes and get ready 

for the sale. I made posters and we put up balloons. We invited our 
family and friends. My favourite cakes were pink cupcakes with 
unicorn and rainbow decorations on top!
     We had a really fun afternoon with our family and friends eating 
cake and playing with pink slime! We raised £53.30 and I feel very 
happy that I can help Denis. I think the money will get used to get 
some food or a blanket!

“Well done Aoife - your cakes should be on BAKE OFF !”                    
Jan and Steve

AOIFE  
GETS BAKING

Above: The poster that was circulated around friends in 

the community and James Gallifant starts asking for bids.

can sit at break times. I recently 

discovered that some of teachers at 

Nkuringo, who stay overnight  

during the week, don’t have  

mattresses so I intend to rectify this 

and to give a chicken to each of the 

teacher’s families. The rest of the 

money I will donate when I have 

asked what the community would 

like when I go there next month. 

   I would like to say a huge thank 

you to James for being such a great 

auctioneer, my husband Will and 

Charles behind the bar, my  

daughters Jes and Hannah and 

everyone else who assisted in some 

way.

Above: People arriving at the school to take part in the auction.

There were 50 Lots to be bid on - here are a 

few lots to give you an idea.

1. Two 3 month memberships to a gliding club.

2. Bouquet of flowers.

3. Juicer

4. Picnic hamper

5. Selection of wines

6. Meal for two at the local Pub

7. 50% off at the local Indian

8. A one way taxi trip to the local airport.

9. A morning’s tuition in Photoshop.

10. A morning’s computer tuition 
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As you know St Denys Church of Rotherfield 

has strong links with the community of Nku-

ringo and its church.  Jess Hardy will be taking out 

a Paten and Chalice to Nkuringo later this month 

with Go Uganda.  Her brother Adam Hardy, Reader 

in Training,  gave an inspiring talk to the congrega-

tion about respecting your neighbour whether he 

is a different colour, has different views or treads a 

different path to you because we are all united by 

one Gospel through Jesus.  He used a photo from 

one of our last newsletters showing a little boy in 

Nkuringo pulling his home made car made out of 

a drinking bottle and bottle tops.  The caption on 

this photo was “just because I walk a different path 

does not mean I am lost”. He also included other 

photos of Nkuringo to underline the message 

happiness is not linked to wealth and often the 

poorest person has the greatest gift of joy and 

contentment

   The congregation of St Denys church has 

provided so much support already for Nkuringo 

including a water tank, sponsorship, church pews 

and school benches – not to mention livestock 

and soon the Paten and Chalice.  We all hope that 

one day someone from Nkuringo church will come 

among us as Jess takes their greetings and best 

wishes with her in a few weeks!

ST DENY’S 
CHURCH 
TIES WITH 
NKURINGO

BLOSSOM’S
FAREWELL

SONG

What do you do when your 

volounteering trip is nearly 

over?  Read a book in quiet  

surroundings? Go into town and 

explore?  Perhaps a visit to a fine 

restaurant? 

No - a bungee jump. Yep here’s 

Blossom doing her  

“Superwoman”   

impersonation and saying  

goodbye to a Silverback Gorilla.   

                               Thats the way to go Blossom!  

- Jan and Steve

Welcome to Mercy 
Kiconco (above) – the 

latest little girl to 

be given the chance 

of an education - is 

proudly showing off 

her new uniform!  

Mercy cannot believe 

her luck and it is all 

thanks to the kind-

ness and support of 

her sponsor Jenny 
Aldridge.  J

MORE THANKS TO OUR 
SUPPORTERS..

We are always pleased to see photos of the children 
excitedly receiving letters from sponsors – here are 
a few of the latest – recognise anyone? We are also 
thrilled to see the pews donated by St Denys are now 
in place and awaiting engraving.  We will be able to 
sit to listen to Jess Hardy when she gives a talk dur-
ing our visit!  Don’t forget the community is as happy 
to read stories about us in their newsletter as we are 
about them. Thank you everyone!!!



“
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MARIA’S
COLLECTION

So our interest in Nkuringo 

started a few years ago one 

Christmas when my daughter 

Jasmine and I discussed what we 

could give at this time of year  

( a discussion I started when 

Jaz was very young, I feel it is 

important for everyone to be aware 

of life outside our immediate 

perimeters ). So we contacted Jan 

and Stephen and became really 

excited about the opportunity to 

be involved in some way with the 

Nkuringo community. 

Fast forward 2 years and we get the 

chance to go and visit . We started 

gathering things to take and I 

squirrelled clothes and glasses 

away and then in September I 

donned the Nkuringo T shirt that  

Shirley supplied for us and started 

explaining to my clients and 

anyone that would listen why I was 

wearing it and what I was hoping 

to achieve. 

Well I could not believe the  

response !!! My lovely goddaughter 

and one of my wonderful clients 

Jenny decided to sponsor children. 

Then the more I talked about Nku-

ringo, the more the donations 

came flooding in ! Initially 

I realised there would be 

plenty for some other people to take, 

then whoa , I needed another plan !! I 

didn’t want to stop the clothes coming 

so am planning on doing a car boot, but 

as more comes in recruits are coming 

forward to help and we will do probably 

3 cars, and car boot sales two weeks in 

a row . 

I cannot currently get into my dining 

room. I needed some paperwork from 

the back of the room, so put some of it 

in the hallway and here’s a pic. 

Then I remembered I have more under 

the stairs AND in the cellar. Bring it on!! 

I’m hoping to raise enough for a water 

tank and we are well on the way !!

Thank you everyone, genuinely too 

many to mention for all your 

kindness and help

Thank you everyone, genuinely 
too many to mention for all 

your kindness and help

NKURINGOFoundation Nursery & Primary School

give what you can,with what you have,where you are.please make a donation - thank you

For the children of

2017
OCTOBER

£10

£30

£30

Here is an idea of other items that can be purchased:

£5 School Jumper • £10 School Chair • £12 School Uniform

£20 Double School Desk/Bench Set • £25 Mattress • £30 Bunk Bed

£110 Sponsorship of a Child for one year Education/Bed/Board

£400 Large Solar Panel for School • £650 Large Water Tank
M a r i a  C l a r ke  s p o n s o r  o fD O R E E N  A Y E B A Z I B W EC A L E B  O S C A R  M U H A N G IA N T H O N Y  T U K A M U S H B A

Left: Maria’s hallway cluttered with clothes ready to be processed.

Above: Maria’s helpers start sorting out clothes that have donated to be taken out to 

Nkuringo in October.

Right: The poster that led to this amazing generosity.

OVER
£800
RAISED



LOGO

Brand Guidelines //14.04.15

Search Seven

Below shows the logo on a white background as well as purple.
The logo should never appear on any other colours.

Also the logo can be used without the company sloganas shown.

S7 WATER TANK
SPONSORED BY

search marketing & conversion specialists

Above: Trying to photograph the Monkeys in the trees  - a bit difficult as they wont sit 

still!. Gavin playing the Trumpet which was supplied by the Diacos Family.

Below: Knickers being distributed to giggly girls by Catherine.

Above: A proud 

moment for Gavin 

standing by the water 

tank sponsored by his 

company.
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SEARCH 7 TOUR

G
AVIN WILLIS, managing director of Search Seven (a digital 

marketing agency in brighton) and his girlfriend Cath-

erine Head, visited Nkuringo as part of their 10 day tour of 

Uganda. 

    After arriving via Nairobi and a short stay in Karen, visiting the 

giraffe centre and the elephant sanctuary where they sponsor Ambo, 

a 7 month old baby elephant, they headed west to fort portal for 

the start of their adventure, with an afternoon trek to the top of the 

world in kibale with stunning views of several nearby lakes, moun-

tains and villages.

    The next five days in the lead up to their stay in bwindi and visiting 

the school, included chimp trekking in kibale forest, of which they 

were less than 2 metres away from the troop, a boat cruise down the 

Kazenga channel seeing elephants, buffalo and hippos all drinking 

on the river bank together, bird watching walks, and several game 

drives, seeing many fantastic animals including the tree climbing 

lions, giraffes and elephants.

    They then undertook a five hour walk from Buhoma to the South 

of the Bwindi Impenetrable Forest, with a stop off for a swim in the 

waterfall en route - when in Rome!

    The next day they did a gorilla trek, with the permit fee going 

towards continued conservation work to protect the gorillas and also 

providing work for the local communities, before spending the entire 

following day with the 

Nkuringo community.

    As you can see from the 

pictures they were greeted 

with a welcome dance 

from the school before 

Gavin got to meet Allan 

Mubangizi, who Search 

Seven sponsor, as well as 

to brand up the S7 water 

tank that they kindly do-

nated to the school.

    Catherine handed out 

clothes to all the girls 

which were donated by 

family and friends, and

after a visit to all the class 

rooms, Gavin got to play 

football with the children

UGANDA



and teachers on top of the world (the second ‘top of 

the world’ in Uganda) with stunning views.

  All the school were there singing throughout the 

game and Gavin handed out several football shirts to 

the children who wore them during the game. Gavin 

was a little emotional afterwards as he dreamt of 

playing football with them all and it was such a special 

occasion.

   Speaking about the trip, Gavin said “the whole trip 

was amazing from start to finish. Asgario and David 

were brilliant but visiting the school and meeting the 

kids was the pinnacle for me”

  He goes on to say “meeting Allan and the other 

children and seeing what Search Seven were helping 

to support was quite astonishing, and we loved every 

minute of being in Nkuringo”

    Gavin and Catherine plan on going back again soon, 

and supporting the community even further through 

other search Seven related fundraising events back in 

the U.K. 

Thank you Uganda - gwahele yaka unana!

SEARCH 7 TOUR

UGANDA
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WE’RE ON 
OUR WAY

FOUNDATION NURSERY
AND PRIMARY SCHOOL

2017UGANDA

FOUNDATION NURSERY
AND PRIMARY SCHOOL

2017UGANDA

23 
PEOPLE WILL travelling to Uganda on 22nd October 

2017.  23 people – some who have never flown, many 

who have never been to Africa, school teachers, 

beauticians, doctor’s receptionists, personnel officers, 

sales representatives, housewives, company directors 

and school children who all have one thing in common – the small 

community of Nkuringo where all sponsor children and help the  

different groups out there in whichever way they can.

They will each be carrying two 23kg bags with them – a whopping 46 

bags 1,058 kg – over a ton of clothes, shoes, medical supplies, school 

materials etc.  They have also spent the last year raising funds towards 

water tanks, solar panels, pigs, goats, hens, desks, bunk beds,  

mattresses – anything that will enable the community to thrive and 

grow stronger.

The idea for such a trip first germinated over a year ago.  We wanted to 

keep it basic to keep it within the reach of everyone.  Nkuringo com-

munity are helping by providing beds, treks, food etc at cost in return 

for the aid we take.  Including flights, travel and food we wanted to 

keep the total around £600.  That excludes cost of visa and yellow fever 

certificate for those who 

don’t have one.  Within 

24 hours of asking people 

whether they thought it 

would be a good idea we 

already had a group of 23 

on board.  We could have 

filled the trip twice over. 

We will probably make some mistakes however, all being well, this will be 

the first Go Uganda trip of many.  We are already planning two next  

year – one end June and one in October half term for those who are in or 

work in education.  Those participants will not need to collect clothes or 

shoes as we will have half a ton left over from this trip still needing to 

get out there – including many new school uniforms where schools have 

changed logos and are happy for old stock to be used in Uganda.

You may have noticed that this issue of the newsletter is very much 

dedicated to this amazing band of people who have put on Auctions, 

Boot Sales, cajoled family and friends to raise money, collect clothes and 

supplies and generally raise awareness of our mission to help Nkuringo.  

Thank you all for your support.  We are hoping that next month will bring 

us stories of our trip that may have more of you realising that you too can 

take part if you want to!

One of our aims in all of this is to help the Nkuringo Foundation Nursery 

and Primary School and its local community.  We also provide awareness of 

Singing Gorillas and their work in the much larger surrounding region and 

the much needed medical centre they have established (see the article on 

Blossom on the last page).

However we never lose sight of the fact that we are only enablers.  At the 

end of the day the community has to decide how 

it needs help, it has to drive its way forward into 

the future.  We must never impose our ideas or 

ambitions on these people.  All we can do is listen 

to them and help them become self-sufficient and 

have equal opportunities for education to ensure the 

futures of their children.

The greatest benefit of all of this is how much we 

are learning and benefitting from this twinning of 

different cultures. 

Watch this space and Long may it  

continue!

Top:  Mel Dolding trying to squeeze as many 

goodies as possible into her bag as she can

Left:  Yes 46 bags take up quite a lot of 

space!  Luckily we are being met by a 

coach and a van!!!!

Left:  Some of the 

many brand new 

school clothes kindly 

donated by an Essex 

Primary School  

following a change 

in logo



OtherLinks •  SINGING GORILLA

EDUCATION – A STORY OF          SCHOOLS

In the Nkuringo area there are a 

number of schools. There are 

private schools and government run 

schools. There are primary schools, 

secondary schools and vocational 

schools. As you move out from 

Nkuringo down the Nteko Ridge 

there are some larger towns such as 

Rubuguri, until you get to the 

largest town in the area Kisoro. In 

every town and village there are all 

sorts of education establishments. 

Some are in really good shape, and 

some need a lot of help and 

support. The rest of this article 

looks at three of these schools, each 

in a different part of the district.

Suma is one of the more remote villages in the 

area. It is a stone throw from the DR Congo 

border spread out across a few valleys and hills. 

The Suma School is a primary school perched 

on a flat hill overlooking the border area. It takes me the 

best part of half a day to walk there. The locals seem to do 

it in under an hour!

Singing Gorilla Projects has been supporting Suma for the 

past two years with water tanks and classroom building. In 

the September visit to the school, the school had finished 

the construction of the new classroom that is to house 

two new classrooms. The school now has seven class-

rooms for its intake of around 500 children. Clearly more 

classrooms are needed. However one step at a time. The 

next construction that will be complete before the end of 

the year is a latrine block followed by a block to house the 

extra teachers needed at the school. The school has also 

received a lightening arrestor as this is an area of frequent 

lightning strikes. Recently lightning struck the church 

close by and burnt the roof off.

Suma God Bless

Murore is another remote village not too far 

from the Bwindi Impenetrable Forest. It is a 

village of contrast from the surrounding area. It 

has the feel of a fern covered heath land of the 

Surrey Hills. In Murore, there is a school that has not seen 

any previous help from Singing Gorilla Projects. During the 

September visit, we distributed sports tops to the kids 

donated by the Crondall (near Farnham in Surrey) triathlon. 

In the November visit, there will a water tank installation. 

Singing Gorilla Projects has been supporting 

the God Bless school in Kisoro for a while now. 

We were able to install a 5,000 litre water tank 

for a school that needs a considerable amount 

of support. The school works with the Batwa community 

of the Muhovore and Mgahinga volcanos. There are a few 

children from the Batwa that are now schooled at God 

Bless which is run by the ebullient Father Andrew. The 

school is looking to build a computer lab over the next 

few years. Singing Gorilla Projects will be supporting this 

initiative.

1 2 3

Left: Father Andrew 

and Singing Gorilla’s 

Evarist have a dance 

with the kids

Left: Father Andrew 

with Christopher Read, 

a Batwa boy named 

after me!

Murore

CHRIS READ3
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BLOSSOM’S 
RETURN

ONE EVENING a few months ago – it 

seems years – Steve and I were 

having a meal in the Courtyard 

Café with our friends (and fellow Go  

Uganda trekkers) Will and Lynn Lunn.  

Anne and Geoff Evans – who own and 

run The Courtyard – had help that night 

from their daughter Blossom, a student 

paramedic.

   We got talking about Uganda and our 

work with Nkuringo and Blossom said she 

would love to volunteer to help out there 

in her summer break – about two months.  

I put her in contact with Chris Read of Singing Gorillas who was  

establishing a medical centre out there and the rest is history.

Blossom was initially a little worried about what and who she would 

find and there were several emails flying around both of worry and 

reassurance.  However, as you have seen over our past two  

newsletters, Blossom not only made it to Nkuringo she fell in love 

with the community and really enjoyed the many and varied  

experiences during her time there.

   She came back to the UK during last week of September and kindly 

put on an overview of her time in Uganda, appropriately, in the 

Courtyard Café.  The event was kindly sponsored by her parents who 

also provided wine, soft drinks and nibbles 

to the enthralled throng.  This included 

sponsors and friends of Blossom and the 

Nkuringo community – as well as a good 

number of the Go Uganda group who are 

only weeks away from their own  

adventure.  Jo Evans – who thrilled us with 

tales of her own Nkuringo adventures  

earlier in the year – was also there for 

another trip down memory lane.

Blossom had, quite literally, blossomed 

over the summer.  The assured confident 

lady who took us through life in Nkuringo 

was proof of how life changing such an experience can be.

   The Go Uganda group took notes – it can be hot but also very cold 

when you are on top of the world so take layers! The community may 

live entirely different lives to us but there is a warmth and happiness 

there that is infectious.  Blossom also confirmed that our new  

accommodation in the centre of the village is their equivalent of 

luxury! I am sure her tales of gorillas, markets, dances and jungle have 

left the Go Uganda group even more excited than they were before.

   Thank you so much Blossom for bringing Nkuringo into  

Rotherfield – you join a growing band of people who will forever  

have a piece of this community so far away in their hearts.
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